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CHAIRMAN’S CHAT
One of my favourite books about the Camino is To the Field of Stars by an American priest, Kevin Codd, in which he describes his 2003 journey on the Camino
Francés. Recently I was thrilled to find that he has published a second book,
Beyond Even the Stars, about his 2007 journey from Leuven, in Belgium, across
France on the GR654 and the Via Lemovicensis (Vezelay). I have been spending
time reading of his journey and reminiscing about my own journey on that way.
At one point, having observed a train passing he makes the following comment:
“That very fast train reminds me that, as a pilgrim, travel for me is made holy in
its slowness. I see things that neither the passengers of the train nor the drivers
of the automobiles see. I feel things they will never feel. I have time to ponder,
imagine, daydream. I tire. I thirst. In my slow walking, I find me. “
How true. That slowness is what many of us notice when making a Camino. We
have so much time to really see what is going on, to see the colours change in the
sky, the shape of the clouds, the colours and shapes of the fields and villages we
pass, and see and feel the atmosphere of the mighty cathedrals and other buildings we visit. We have the opportunity to hear the small things – the silence, the
bird calls and the bells – both church and animal bells – as they ring out and, of
course, the boisterous noise in some of the villages we pass through.
This slowness, along with the great distances we travel as we make our way
steadily towards journey’s end, wherever that may be, allows us to really absorb
what we feel, see, and hear around us. Hopefully we come home with a far greater understanding of the culture and the people with whom we have shared our
journey, and, a greater tolerance and patience for what is happening on the
home front. This makes the quotation from Chateaubriand we have on the last
page of our credencial particularly pertinent: “There was never a pilgrim who did
not come back to his own village with one less prejudice and one more idea”.
Often the hardest thing to do on our return is to keep that slow pace, that feeling
of peace, that satisfaction of accomplishing the little things, while still attending
to all that has to be done, and is expected of us, as we resume our lives.
Another year is rapidly drawing to a close. May your New Year have that ‘Caminoslow’ and thoughtful start. Slowness does not mean boring. Slowness allows space
for creativity to take place, thinking to occur, and time to daydream. So too, may
your Christmas be one of joy and peace.
Buen Camino!
Janet Leitch OAM (SA)

Bassano del Grappa,
Italy, on the Via
Romeo Germanica
(see article pp10-15)
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Australian Friends of the Camino

FIRST NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Nunyara Conference Centre, Adelaide, SA

1111-13 October 2019
‘El Camino ~ The Way Ahead’
EXCITING UPDATES on THE CONFERENCE!
Conference Fees have been revised since last notice:
Good news for AFOTC Members …. If you are a financial member of the Australian Friends of the Camino at the time of booking, and you book for the
whole weekend (including all meals & accommodation), you will be
eligible for a discount of $40 on your registration.
Revised costs:
A: Whole weekend: AFotC Members / Non-members:
$220 /$260
B: Day participation Friday- Sunday (incl. all meals / no accom): $160
C: Saturday only participation incl. lunch & dinner):
$100
D: Friday night only participation incl. dinner):
$40
Guest Speaker:
We are delighted to announce that Dr Francisco Singul will be coming from
Santiago de Compostela to speak on the topic: “The Camino de Santiago –
issues and challenges for the next decade”. Dr Singul is Head of the
Department of Culture of the Xacobea, Xunta de Galicia and has a special
research interest in the culture of The Way. His talk is bound to be of huge
interest to everyone with a love of the Camino.
Expressions of interest:
To help us with planning we are keen to know how many people are considering coming to the Conference. If you (and friends/partners) are interested,
we would appreciate a brief email to conference2019@afotc.org detailing
your name/s and preferred accommodation option (Option A, B , C or D).
Note: This will not commit you in any way.

A CONFERENCE BROCHURE & BOOKING FORM WILL BE ENCLOSED WITH
THE NEXT ISSUE OF THE ‘Camino Chronicle’ IN MARCH 2019.
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WHY WALK THE CAMINO?
Why, I often ask myself, do over a
hundred thousand people [Editor:
301,036 in 2017] walk the Camino de
Santiago each year?
The Camino – known as Le Chemin de
St Jacques in French, Jakobsweg in
the German-speaking world and the
Way of St James in English – is made
up of the various pilgrim trails that
traverse the countries of mainland
Europe, rather like the tributaries of a
river, to reach the city of Santiago de
Compostela in Spain’s northwestern
region of Galicia.

Sanjiva in the middle with his son, Shivantha, just outside the city gates of Burgos

Legend has it that the bones of St James (one of Jesus Christ’s twelve apostles,
known as Santiago in Spanish) are enshrined in the city’s magnificent cathedral.
For centuries the shrine has been a revered site of pilgrimage for Catholics. In
1179, Pope Alexander III granted Plenary Indulgence (forgiveness for all sins) to
whoever made a pilgrimage to the tomb of St James during a Holy Year. Part of
the attraction of undertaking this pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela in ancient
days (although I am not sure if the same holds true in the 21st century) was that
pilgrims believed that making the trek to Santiago, even in ordinary years, resulted in forgiveness of some, if not all, their sins.
The most popular of the Caminos is the Via Francés that stretches from the foothills of the French Pyrenees, crosses the French-Spanish border in the mountains,
and then meanders 800km across the Spanish provinces of Navarra, La Rioja, León,
Castille and Galicia. It takes pilgrims through a variety of landscapes – the magnificent Pyrenees mountains, fields of wheat and vineyards in the flat meseta and
then through the green and mist-laden hills of Celtic Galicia. You pass through
quaint little villages which still retain an air of medieval times. Most have seen
better days, and some are sustained economically mainly by the income from
pilgrims walking the Camino. You see in these villages and towns ancient churches
in which the faithful have worshipped for the past several hundred years. They are
empty and musty if you trespass in on a weekday morning but filled with the
devout during the times of Sunday mass.
You have the opportunity to tarry along the way to visit magnificent cathedrals in
cities such as Leon and Burgos and Santiago itself, with their graven images and
gilded retablos that just might make you wonder whether all this ostentation is in
keeping with the simple message that Jesus Christ preached.
The Camino is not just another long hiking trail – it is a footpath with a difference.
The way is indicated by stone markers with the traditional scallop shell motif or
AFotC Newsletter #27 Dec 2018
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simply by prominent yellow
arrows painted on tree trunks,
walls, lamp-posts and the pavement Itself. It still passes
through most of the same villages, climbs the same hills, crosses
the same rivers that it has been
doing for hundreds of years and provides pilgrims with the
opportunity to visit the same
cathedrals, churches and chapels
that their predecessors did over
the centuries.

Typical pilgrim camaraderie

Pilgrims walk the Camino for a variety of reasons – some to mark retirement,
some to fill the gap between studying and starting their first job and others, faced
with some turning point in their lives, to take time out to decide what they should
do next. Some do it in memory of a departed loved one – and I dare say there are
still some who do it with a view to obtaining an Indulgence and forgiveness of at
least some of their sins.
Walking alone you have time to think, to reflect, to ponder on things that the rat
race of modern life does not give you the time or inclination to do. Walking with a
spouse or parent or child provides you with an opportunity to reconnect, to share
time together without the constant interruptions of the householder’s existence.
Walking in company allows you to meet folk from different parts of the world and
different walks of life – folk you would never have met if not for the Camino. You
will make acquaintances, you will connect and, perhaps, even make friendships
that will last long after you have completed your Camino.
It is often said that one is changed by walking the Camino. This is certainly true –
whether the change is a drastic one or a more subtle change in one’s outlook or
values or attitude to life. Perhaps the change is
wrought by some Higher Force one believes in,
perhaps it is the result of those one meets along
The Way, perhaps it has its effect simply as a
consequence of having the opportunity to be
away from one’s routine for four to six weeks. I
myself cannot explain this.
All that I can say is that, for me, walking the
Camino was a wonderful experience. Even if I
may not have qualified for forgiveness of my
sins.
Dr Sanjiva Wijesinha (VIC)
sanjiva.wijesinha@monash.edu
Author of ‘Strangers on the Camino’.
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A MODERN ROME TO JERUSALEM PILGRIMAGE: PART 1 ITALY
On Easter Day 1 April this year, I was up early
and walked to the Vatican. With persistence
and luck, I managed to get my backpack
through two security stations allowing me to
enter St Peter’s Square and find a good standing position for the open air Papal Mass that
morning. It was a grand three hour event, combined choral mass and state pageant, in front
of 80,000 people from many countries around
the world. In the early afternoon, I strolled out
of the Vatican, through the holiday crowds,
along the Tiber River to the north east and
Way sign on the Via di San
began my long contemplated pilgrimage to
Francesco near Rieti
Jerusalem. In 2015, I had walked the Camino
de Santiago from St Jean-Pied-De-Port and in 2016 the Via Francigena from London/Canterbury to Rome but I had been in two minds about the longer, lonelier
and more complicated route from Rome to Jerusalem.
Historically, medieval pilgrims going to Jerusalem walked out of their homes,
picked up the nearest pilgrim path and headed for a port on the Mediterranean
Sea where they boarded a boat to Palestine. The modern Via Jerusalem from
Rome heads south-east to the port of Bari where pilgrims catch a ferry across the Adriatic Sea to Albania
or Greece and then make their way overland for a
way and later catch a second ferry to a Middle Eastern port. This pilgrim very much likes walking in central and northern Italy and so I decided to head north
from Rome through Assisi, Gubbio and Ravenna to
Venice, catch a boat across the northern Adriatic to
Split, walk the Dalmatian Coast through Croatia and
Montenegro, then go inland across Albania, Macedonia, northern Greece and Turkey on the Via Egnatia
to Istanbul. I then planned to boat or fly to Israel,
bypassing Syria and Lebanon, and hike the final leg
from the northern port of Haifa to Jerusalem on the
Israel National Trial.
Leaving Rome, I followed the Via di San Francesco
(Way of St Francis) that St Francis and his companions
were thought to have taken in their journey in 1209
from Assisi to Rome to meet Pope Innocent III. The
Pope wanted to ascertain whether St Francis, who
had become a local sensation, was a genuine believer
or a crackpot. Pope Innocent decided that Francis
was a model Christian and an excellent leader so he
supported his teachings and founding of the Franciscan order. Walking south to north, I had great difficulty following my electronic guide book with its
AFotC Newsletter #27 Dec 2018
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north to south route descriptions. I
often strayed off the pilgrim path
causing me to backtrack and walk
an extra 3-5km on some days.
There were some Way signs but
they were intermittent until closer
to Assisi. I did not use a GPS, preferring to rely on Google Maps on
my iPhone to locate myself and
guide me to my destination each
day. I had a UK SIM card in my
phone allowing cheap communications between all EU countries and
Australia. The local farmers were
frequently calling me over and telling me that I was walking in the wrong direction. Didn’t I know that all roads lead to Rome, not away from Rome!
Steep climb out of Poggio Bustone overlooking
Tiber Valley below

Being early in the walking season, I did not meet any other pilgrims until the night
of Day 6 at a hostel (the first I found open) with a good restaurant in Poggio
Bustone, a town unusually built on the side of a steep hill overlooking the Tiber
Valley rather than on top of the hill. I had dinner and interesting conversation
with three German pilgrims, one on his fifth pilgrimage to Rome, and a young Italian man in his late twenties on his first pilgrimage. On subsequent days, I met up
with many other pilgrims out on the trail and sometimes in the evenings for a
shared meal. Fortunately for me, most of these pilgrims were from northern European countries and spoke very good English, but of course all of them were walking to Rome. I came across only two pilgrims, older Italian guys who spoke very
little English (like my Italian!), who were also walking north to Assisi. Over my two
days between Assisi and Gubbio, I met five other Australian pilgrims heading to
Rome, first two women in their thirties coming from Arezzo, second Tim from
Young walking with his Italian friend whom he met on a previous Camino to Santiago and third Janet and Richard who had come in from Florence on the Via di San
Francesco. Janet was the experienced walker, Richard was on his first Camino and
feeling the pinch a little. He downed two bottles of beer in quick succession on
arrival at our lodgings in Biscina,
Basilica di San Francesco, Assisi
where later we shared a fabulous
home cooked meal served by the
owners.
The walking trails were a combination of minor asphalt roads connecting towns and gravel or dirt tracks
passing through conversation parks,
all in reasonable condition, although
a little muddy in parts because of
the cold and wet spring in Europe
this year. The trail went into the
Central Apennine Mountains that run
down the centre of Italy, often
Page 7
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Left: Spoleto Duomo. Right: My pilgrim trail
crosses a small 2000yo Roman bridge

giving spectacular views of the valley floor
below. Fortunately for me, the trail went
only into the foothills and not up to the
peaks. Nevertheless, the total ascent was
500–1,000m most days with similar descents. My backpack weighing about 11kgs
slowed me down until I got pack-fit after about 10-12 days. I found a good bed in
a hotel, guesthouse or B&B each night usually only on arrival at my destination. It
was too early in the season for the pilgrim hostels to be open and I only managed
to stay in two hostels during my 26 days in Italy.
On my way to Assisi, I particularly enjoyed visiting and staying in the old towns of
Rieti (with its partially excavated amazing underground Roman and medieval
world sitting below the modern town streets) and Spoleto (with its fine Duomo,
Roman theatre and many medieval buildings and houses). I also enjoyed seeing
the Cascada del Marmore, an impressive 165m waterfall near Piediluco, created
by the Romans in 271 BC to divert some of the water of the Velino River over
natural cliffs at Marmore, thereby reducing flooding at Rieti. In Assisi I had my
first rest day (Day 14) and visited the Basilicas of San Francesco and Santa Chiara
(St Francis and St Clare) and the Cathedral of San Rufino where Francis and Clare
were baptised. On opening my hotel window the next morning, I could hardly
believe my eyes for below me was a man dressed only in two hessian bags crawling painfully slowly up a steep road on his bare hands and knees. Some of my
friends had called my pilgrimage crazy and wacky, but whatever this hermit’s
mission was, I think I can safely say it was wackier
St Francis’ shoes in the
than mine!
Basilica, looking in excellent shape. He obviously did
After Gubbio, I left the established pilgrim trails headnot do much walking on
asphalt roads like modern
ing north to Austria and Germany and found my own
pilgrims!
way north east through undulating countryside and old

hill top towns, like the wonderful University town of
Urbino, to Rimini on the Adriatic Sea. Then I headed
north through Cervia, Classe and Ravenna, all ancient
ports where medieval pilgrims headed to reach ships
sailing to the Holy Land and Jerusalem. I visited the
ancient Christian Basilicas in Classe and Ravenna built
AFotC Newsletter #27 Dec 2018
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in 6th century AD by the Byzantine
Emperors from Constantinople (the
former Eastern Roman Empire)
following the sacking of Rome and
the collapse of the Western Roman
Empire.

St Mark’s Basilica, Venice

After Ravenna, I had three 3040km walking days on flat coastal
plains, crossing the mighty River
Po on a 1.1km long bridge on the
last day, before I arrived in the old
port town of Chioggia at the southern end of the Venetian Basin,
with its canal and churches, like a
miniature Venice. I caught a boat from Chioggia into Venice arriving around 7pm at
the Doge’s Palace near St Mark’s Square and Basilica. It was 25 April, St Mark’s
Feast Day, and our Anzac Day.
The next day (Day 26) was my second rest day and I had a great time exploring
parts of Venice again on a glorious sunny day. I visited St Mark’s Basilica and was
impressed by its exquisite Byzantine architecture from the 11thC and the enormous
number of mosaics inside telling very detailed biblical stories from the Old and
New Testaments, as well as more contemporary stories such as the robbing of St
Mark’s relics (part of his mummified body and bones) by two Venetian merchants
and two Greek monks from a church in Alexandria and bringing them back to Venice to be installed in the new St Mark’s Basilica! I also marvelled at the four beautiful bronze San Marco horses from antiquity, now installed inside the basilica with
replicas outside above the main entrance. Recent carbon dating has shown the
horses were made around 200 BC and it is likely they were first installed on top of
a public building in Rome for some 5 centuries. Then they appeared in Constantinople in the Hippodrome for 7-8 centuries and
later were taken to Venice in 1204 AD by Venetian soldiers after the sacking of Constantinople by the Fourth Crusade. Napoleon took the
horses as a trophy of war back to Paris in 1797
AD but was forced to return them to Venice
after his defeat at Waterloo in 1815 AD.
The next day (Day 27) I was up well before
dawn to catch a ferry boat to Venice airport to
fly to Split in Croatia. My plan to follow in the
footsteps of medieval pilgrims and catch a boat
across the Adriatic Sea had come unstuck as
the Venice=Split ferries had been discontinued.
John Prowse (SA)
johnhprowse@gmail.com
NOTE: See the next CC for the continuation of John’s very long walk.
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John at the
Cascada del
Marmore
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VIA ROMEA GERMANICA: PT 2 ITALY (continued from last issue)
After negotiating the Brenner Pass, the
lowest pass in the Alps, the way descends on a shared walking and cycling
path on a former railway line. Many of
the old railway buildings associated
with the line are still there, evidence
of the history of the way. The ascent
over the Brenner Pass, though not
long, is steep and, lamentably, from
the last village in the valley follows
the road. At first this road had a reasonable verge, but as I climbed the
verge got narrower. My notes declared
that the road was fairly quiet during
the week but unfortunately I was walking it on a Saturday – and it wasn’t
quiet! With only a few kilometres to go
to the Brenner See, for my safety, I
hitched a ride in a paddy wagon. The
young police officers were kind and
polite, dropping me at the bridge leading to the path and enabling me to
complete my ascent. Brennero, the
village on top of the pass, hosts not
only former border controls, cafes,
and several historic chapels, but also
numerous outlet stores focussing on
outdoor clothing!

Top: Brenner See.
Bottom: Descending the Brenner Pass on a

Heading down from the pass the valley is very narrow with the cycling path, a local
road, the major highway and a busy train track all jostling for space. Even though
the path was generally descending
Säben Abbey, Chiusa Klausen
there was plenty of climbing too as
it crossed from one side of the
valley to the other and was almost
always much higher, often overlooking the roads and train tracks
on the valley floor below!
The Italian Tyrol is a delightful
place, with small compact towns
and villages along with spectacular
scenery. The towns in this region
have both an Italian name and a
German one, creating confusion at
times. Though German seems to be
AFotC Newsletter #27 Dec 2018
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Top left: The Earth Pyramids on the outskirts of
Collalbo. Top right: The chapel of San Giacomo:
fresco of Santo Domingo legend. Bottom: San
Giacomo Chapel.

the default language used it is also a place
where there is much less English spoken compared to across the border. This is another
important wine growing region, with terraced
vineyards on the steep hillsides. It is a very
beautiful region with white, often sheer
faced, hills towering over the vineyards on the
lower slopes, and the horticultural enterprises
on the valley floor itself.
In the South Tyrol the path descends to the
town of Chiusa (Klausen), situated on the
Isarco River (see photo p.10). Overlooking the
town is the Säben Abbey, a Benedictine Convent established in 1687, through which the
path passes on the way down the steep hill on
which the convent is perched.
A few days later the path passed a UNESCO world heritage site, the Earth Pyramids, on the outskirts of Collalbo in the Renon region of the South Tyrol. The
earth pyramids are a natural formation, constantly changing due to erosion, where
morainic rock is slowly eroded away leaving a rock ‘cap’ which protects the column for some time until erosion finally causes its collapse. Later that day, at
Soprabolzano, there is a choice. Either to walk around 14kmswith a kneepunishing descent to Bolzano/Bozen, or catch the new cable car – a ride of around
12 minutes complete with stunning views. Needless to say I chose the latter –
arriving with knees intact is a bonus!
Continuing down the valley, with the magnificent Dolomite mountain range towering off to the right, the path passes through the village of Tramin/Termeno. It is
here that I investigated the small chapel of St Giacomo (St Jakob/St James), set
Page 11
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Walking below the Dolomites

on a prominent hill overlooking the broad
Valley of the Adige. This small church has
some wonderful frescos inside. The fresco
that stood out for me because it was so
obviously related to St James was the one
that told the legend of the young pilgrim
in Santo Domingo who, unknowingly, had
pewter hidden in his luggage, subsequently accused of theft, hung as a result pf
these accusations, and then miraculously
survived.

For anyone planning to start in Brennero it would be a mistake to think this was
the easy part. The constant steep ascents and descents make these first few
weeks of the Italian leg arduous. This part of the way passes by the spectacular
Dolomite Mountains. Once leaving the Dolomites however heading towards the
River Po, the terrain changes dramatically becoming flat, hot and humid.
On leaving the Tyrol, and the Dolomites (at Bassano del Grappa), the path flattens for a few stages as it heads towards the historic centres of Padova (Padua),
Ferrara, and Ravenna. Padova has a number of beautiful churches, two dedicated
to their patron saints – Saint Anthony in one and Santa Giustina in the other. Saint
Anthony was buried in Padova and born in Lisbon, where many start the Camino
Portuguese, and each year in that city the Sardine Festival is held (12-14 June) in
celebration of the Feast of Saint Anthony. Padova is the city where the Cammino
di Sant’Antonio begins.
It is also a place where some spectacular frescos can be seen. The frescos, painted from 1303 to 1305 by Giotto, are in the Cappella degli Scrovegni which is attached to the former Augustinian Monastery, but is now a Museum. Reservations
must be made to see the frescos which were meticulously restored at the beginning of the 21st century, and are well worth a visit.
Left: The Giotto fresco in Padova.
Right: Ravenna Mosaics – a small sample
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Having descended from altitudes of around 1350 metres, the stages around the Po
River are very low – Ferrara at 9 metres, and Ravenna at 4 metres. It was at Ferrara that my friend Jill joined me for a couple of weeks. Ferrara is like the cycling
capital of the region, with people of all ages riding bikes of every vintage. Leaving
Ferrara, we walked against a constant stream of cyclists, people heading into the
city to carry on their daily activities, while we were starting our journey to cross
the Apennines.
Ravenna is a must see city on this way. It has eight UNESCO world heritage sites,
all of them with outstanding examples of mosaics from the Byzantine era. We
paused here for three days so that we had plenty of time to see these extraordinary sites. By co-incidence we had also timed our arrival in the city with a month
long music festival and so each night we attended a concert. What a treat – to sit
in the beautiful Basilica San Vitale, looking at the wonderful mosaics, and listening to beautiful medieval music ringing around the vast space each evening was a
special experience indeed.
Following our rest days in Ravenna we headed inland towards the city of Forli and
the Apennine Mountains, which were to be crossed, before heading to Rome. After Forli we started to do some steady climbing passing through delightful villages
such as Galeata, Cusercoli (where we stayed in a pilgrim albergue in a castle),
and then the spa town of Bagno di Romagna. Here we had a slippery descent into
the valley due to drizzly rain, stopping to make sure
The treacherous Serra Pass
a dog that had led us down the hill but
refused to leave, was safe. A friendly,
helpful, farmer tied it up and called
the owner.
It was here that we began what was the
most strenuous part of the journey, and
potentially the most challenging. It
began quite pleasantly leaving Bagno at
an altitude of 339 metres, but then
steadily climbed up to around 1,500
metres to the Serra Pass. The path followed, at times, an old Roman mule
track described in our notes as a masterly work of ancient engineering, but
the trickiest part was around the half
way point, just past a gentler slope
near Nasseto where we had to cross a
potentially treacherous stretch of slippery, sloping, shale like rock. We could
have followed a detour, but because it
was fine and sunny with no wind we
decided that this stretch must be safe
to cross (a warning sign said not to do it
in wet, icy, or windy conditions). NearPage 13
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ing the halfway point along this ridge I
began to have a few misgivings that
this was perhaps the silliest thing I had
done on any of my pilgrimages, however there was nothing for it but to creep
forward taking care with each step. We
even resorted to removing the rubber
stoppers off our poles to provide more
traction, something I have rarely done
in the past.
The Serra Pass is the oldest pass on
record in the Apennines, with archeoloCivita di Bagnoregio
gists finding Neolithic tools, and pottery
shards from Etruscan and Roman times. From here the path follows the ridge staying well over the 1,000 metre height with the accompanying spectacular views
through the trees. This stage was, for me, the toughest on the whole journey, and
at the end of a tough day there was a climb over the beautiful Mount Calvano before reaching the spectacular destination of Santuario la Verna making a total distance of over 24 kilometres for the day.
Having completed the wildest, and hardest, part of the journey Jill and I made our
way towards Arezzo which we reached a few days later, passing through delightful
Tuscan villages on the way. Here she departed for home and I continued on towards Orvieto and then Rome. At times the path on this stretch was in need of
maintenance, but I always managed to find my way and negotiate an alternative
Left: Duomo, Orvieto.
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Right: Some of the Mosaics on the façade of the Duomo
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way where the path was too overgrown to
follow.
Orvieto is built on a Tuff cliff, with over a
thousand caves underneath the city. It
has some fascinating landmarks including
the Duomo with vibrant mosaics on its
façade, and the famous Pozzo di San
Patrizio (St Patrick’s Well) which has a
double helix staircase (248 steps on each
one) and 70 arched windows. Not far from
Orvieto the path passes by the dying village of Civita di Bagnoregio, a village that
is connected to terra firma by a foot
bridge, and is slowly being eroded away.

Montefiascone, where the Via Francigena
and Via Romea Germanica merge

After leaving this region the path heads
towards the hilltop town of Montefiascone
where it combines with the Via Francigena. Though there were at least 6 other pilgrims on the way from this point I
only saw one other for the five days it
took for me to reach Rome.

This is a wonderful way, very much a road less travelled. On the whole 2,200kms
I met two pilgrims who were crossing my path and heading to Santiago, I met one
pilgrim heading the same way as me, and a few days out of Rome I met about 5
pilgrims walking from Rome to Santiago on different routes. There seems to be a
moderate amount of pilgrim accommodation at the beginning and end of the way,
but, in the central part, considerable funds
are needed to pay for (sometimes expensive!) hotels.
I left Stade in late spring. It was cold on
many days, but it was easy to get warm
walking. I arrived in Rome in mid-summer
along with heat, and humidity. Because of
the length of the path it will always be
tricky to find the best time to walk – I allowed 4 months to cover the 2,200kms. This
way is peopled with many kind and generous
folk. This, for me, made the way a very special route indeed. For those prepared to
walk a solitary route, with much to see
along the way, this is one that I would highly
recommend.
Janet Leitch OAM (SA)
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AUSTRALIAN HOSPITALEROS
I was one of the more than 20 Australian Hospitaleros who served on Camino routes this year. Initially, I
was rather disappointed to be offered Nájera as my
third hospitalero posting. I had stayed there as a
pilgrim but was not looking forward to serving in a
90-bed albergue. I thought it would feel too impersonal.
How wrong could I be! Ninety pilgrims just means more to welcome and more hugs
to share. I was particularly thrilled to welcome friends from my local pilgrim group
among the 1200 or so pilgrims who stayed with us during our 2-week service.
My German and Spanish co-hospitaleros and I rose at 6am ready to farewell our
guests and to put on the first load of washing (90 beds = 90 sheets and 90 pillowcases) and when the last of the pilgrims had left at 8am we started cleaning the
albergue.
It takes only a couple of days to get into the rhythm of the work and by 10.30am
we were ready to shower and wander into town for our morning coffee.
The next couple of hours were our leisure time and we took advantage of Nájera’s
facilities which included a swimming pool and a library.
Our timing was perfect as we were fortunate to be in Nájera for the Fiestas de San
Juan Mártir and Santa María la Real which included street processions and concerts
in the plaza. One night, the local Amigos del Camino arrived at the albergue to
prepare dinner for the pilgrims and hospitaleros – paella, bread, melon, biscuits
and wine.
Even though a hospitalero posting is only for 15-16 days it gives you a feeling for
the village/town in which you are serving. I have always felt very welcome in the
communities and Nájera was no exception. The welcome ranged from the supermarket manager who shook my hand and thanked me for coming to the town to
the bar owner who refused payment for our coffees. Small things but they are
indicative of the warm welcome received from everyone we met.
So now I’m in love with Nájera – just as I was in love with Bercianos del Real
Camino last year and Rabanal before that. Wonder which town/village I’ll fall in
love with next?
If you’ve returned from pilgrimage wondering what your next step will be, consider enriching your Camino experience by serving as a hospitalero. The next training
courses will take place in Sydney on 19-20 January, 2019 and in Brisbane on 9-10
February, 2019. Links to the registration forms are on our website at
http://www.australianhospitaleros.org/training.html
Julie-Ann Milne (NSW) Hospitalero trainer
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RESTORATION OF THE PÓRTICO DE LA GLORIA:
CATHEDRAL OF SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA.
After 10 years work and at a cost of 6.2 million Euros, the restoration of
The Pórtico de La Gloria has been mostly completed and reopened to the public.
It has been an important artistic and scientific endeavour, and economic effort,
undertaken by the Barrié Foundation. Special conditions were set by the Xunta de
Galicia to preserve the whole and avoid the irreversible deterioration of a
masterpiece of universal art.
The Portal of Glory (Pórtico de La Gloria) is a Romanesque portico and the
cathedral's main gate created by Master Mateo and his workshop, on the orders of
King Ferdinand II of León. and was completed in 1188. It is the main southern
entrance from Praza do Obradoiro and was used by thousands of pilgrims over
the centuries. The Portico is the artistic high-point of the cathedral and often
considered the greatest work of Spanish Romanesque sculpture.
The renovated Gloria Pórtico of the Cathedral of Santiago can be visited in
organized guided groups of 25 people along with a tour through the rooms of the
museum dedicated to Maestro Mateo, although the time of stay for viewing the
Pórtico will be limited to 15 minutes. General admission is 10 Euros for pilgrims.
As a registered cultural asset the Pórtico can be visited for free on weekdays
Monday to Saturday, from 7-8pm and from 6:30-8pm, on Sunday.
Please check conditions and times of entry with the Cathedral Office as the
charging of fees has been controversial.
You can do a virtual tour of the portico at the following url, with the dialogue in
Spanish. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EW5C6vwihtc
Neil Russell (SA)
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GETTING READY
Deb and I may be the AFOTC’s
newest members, joining last
week (October). We will be flying into Madrid on 4 March 2019
to start the Camino Madrid to
Sahagun and join the ‘great
wave’ to Santiago, and on to
Townsville with Castle Hill in the background
Finisterre. Time permitting, we
will be tourists in Portugal and Morocco before flying to New York, then San
Francisco to catch up with our son. We will be away 70 days.
The decision to start from Madrid was finalised after reading Pete Smith’s personal account in Issue 15 of the Camino Chronicle. An excellent article.
I am 66, having retired from Education in November 2017. In 2016 I had knee
replacement surgery. Before then I was barely capable of walking 2 kilometres
without serious pain. In 2+ years, including a year in the gym for rehab, I have
now walked over 12,000 Fitbit kilometres and worn out two pairs of Tevas. I am
now in Keens instead.
Townsville is an excellent spot to train for the Camino. I have Castle Hill in my
back yard, rising 286 metres over 2.8 kilometres of road. There are a number of
established tracks that prove to be quite steep and challenging. My other
favourite takes me over Kissing Point (an old army fort) and along the famous
Strand. Kissing point has over 300 stone and concrete steps along with numerous sloping ramps. Views of Magnetic Island make this a pleasant place. Both
walks are about 7 kilometres and form the basis of my pre-breakfast walks.
Surprisingly, I have met a few couples here in Townsville who have walked part,
or all of the Camino. I am constantly learning new things I feel I ‘need to know’
before heading off into the wilderness.
Pallarenda wetlands: over 30 kilometres of
intersecting trails and hill crest walk

We haunt Anaconda and Kathmandu
for ‘specials’ as we build up the
travelling kits. So, averaging
around 20 kilometres a day, collecting the gear, learning Spanish
via Audible, etc. keeps me busy.
The best time to be in Townsville is
May to November. The humidity is
on the rise now (85%), along with
days of 32 degrees or more. No wet
season yet. Good conditioning for
Spain’s warmer climate.
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Left: Castle Hill walk. Right: Townsville port district with Magnetic Island in background

Can’t begin to tell you all how exciting it will be. I have travelled through Spain
before, visiting Madrid, Seville, Granada, Alicante, Valencia and Barcelona, so it
won’t be a complete culture shock. You can get by with English, but I feel it is
good manners to have some Spanish as well. We will be keeping a journal, like
most pilgrims, so hope to give a report of our journey next year.
Buen Camino.
Andrew Porteous (Qld)
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BOOK REVIEW
THE ART OF PILGRIMAGE
Phil Cousineau
Conari Press, 1998
Pilgrim: a traveller who is taken seriously. (Ambrose
Bierce, Devil’s Dictionary)
I first saw a copy of Cousineau’s book when it was left
behind by a pilgrim in the albergue at Grañon where I
was working in 2001. I was taken by the opening lines
of the foreward: The object of pilgrimage is not rest
and recreation – to get away from it all. To set out
on a pilgrimage is to throw down a challenge to everyday life.
This neatly sums up the constant laments we read
every day on various Camino forums which seem either to bemoan a sadness at the loss of ‘authenticity’
in today’s Camino or, somewhat defiantly, to defend those doing shorter miniCaminos, with luggage transport and comfortable accommodation. Although the
Camino Francés was already very popular in 1999 when I first walked it, today’s
over-crowding and widespread commercialisation was much, much less evident –
and I walked into Santiago on 13 July. With very little information available at the
time, my whole experience was definitely “a challenge to everyday life”.
Years ago I attended a public lecture by a Lutheran priest in Melbourne who structured his Camino talk around the 7 stages outlined in Cousineau’s book. Namely
the Longing, the Call, the Departure, the Pilgrim’s Way, the Labyrinth (which he
called Getting Lost), the Arrival and the Return Home (Bringing Back the Boon).
Much of Cousineau’s writing reflects his quite Zen approach to life; he has
travelled extensively all over the world, is extremely well-read and quotes from a
wide range of authors to illustrate his points – Goethe, Bruce Chatwin, Aldous
Huxley, Alan Watts, Bettina Selby and Basho to name a few.
His motto for pilgrims striving for mindfulness is: “Eat simply. Dress simply. Care
little.” To that I add, “And take those lessons home!” He exhorts us to carry our
gratitudes openly as we strive to make our lives more meaningful. Which reminded
me of a sign I’ve seen in several albergues: “Turistas exigen. Pergrinos se agradecen.” (Tourists demand. Pilgrims are grateful). A pilgrimage should be a transformative journey to a sacred centre, rather like a labyrinth. Unlike in a maze
where you try to find the centre, in a labyrinth you try to find your own centre.
Sentences like “moving from a dependence on others’ images of the world to
unfold your own path” and “finding yourself by losing your way” reflect the book’s
subtitle: ‘The Seeker’s Guide to Making Travel Sacred’. It’s an interesting read for
those who enjoy walking as a meditation.
An added pleasure for a word-lover like me is the explanation of word origins such
as ‘to saunter’ which derives from those walking to the Holy Lands or ‘santes
terres’. This is a good book to dip into whenever your thoughts turn to things
Camino.
Ines Jewell (Vic)
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TIPS & HINTS FOR WALKING A CAMINO
HOW USEFUL IS AN ‘S’ HOOK?
Over the shower rail, over the bunk rail, over the bed or chair
rail,… anywhere you can hang something! Good for drying washing, hanging your day pack, shopping/shower/toiletry bag, towel,
cables, etc etc. Even hang it off your mochila (backpack). backpack
Use your imagination!
Don’t go without one! The few grams it weighs are worth it.
Alison Bell (SA)

Send your TIPS & HINTS to
editor@afotc.org

“As we’ve lost this idea of pilgrimage,
we’ve lost this idea of walking for a very, very long time.
It does change you”
Robyn Davidson is an Australian writer
best known for her book Tracks, about her 1,700-mile trek
across the deserts of west Australia using camels.
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DID YOU KNOW ? ? ?

H ó˛˛ˎ˘˜
- mausoleum, granary, living quarters, garden ornament what are they?

Wooden hórreo on

stone base —
complete with
cross and pinnacle

An hórreo is a typical granary from the northwest of the Iberian Peninsula
(mainly Galicia, Asturias and Northern Portugal), built in wood and stone,
raised from the ground by pillars ending in flat staddle stones to prevent
access by rodents. There is always a gap between the top step and the storage
room. Ventilation is allowed by the slits in its walls. Similar buildings (barns)
on staddle stones are found in Southern England. They use stone near the sea
to make them last longer. ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
There are an estimated 18,000 hórreos and paneras in Asturias: some are
poorly preserved but there is a growing awareness from owners and authorities
to maintain them in good shape.
Left: Wood and stone. Middle: Open door showing maize. Right: Step up to the green door!
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I asked a Spaniard - why the cross on top? And he replied most were built in
the 15th and 16th centuries when Spain was staunchly Catholic and they put
crosses on the top of everything. As well as a cross at one end, you may see
a pinnacle at the other. The cross represents protection and the pinnacle
fertility!
In the Galician countryside you will see square
hórreos used as houses by vaqueros (cowboys),
which could be dismantled and transported when
the cattle were moved south in winter.
The oldest document containing an image of an
hórreo is the 12th century Cantigas de Santa Maria
by Alfonso X "El Sabio", in which three rectangular
hórreos of Gothic style are illustrated (see picture
bottom left).
Neil Russell (SA)

Right: Elaborate
stonework. Bottom
right: Possibly the
longest hórreo!

Photos: Neil Russell, Margaret Gadd, Stephanie Altus (all SA)
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A P ILGRIM’S T EN C OMMANDMENTS
1. Thou shalt not expect to find things as thou hast them
at home, for thou hast left home to find things different.
2. Thou shalt not take anything too seriously, for a carefree mind is a prerequisite for a pilgrimage.
3. Thou shalt not let other pilgrims get on thy nerves, for
they art also children of God and their feelings also deserveth respect.
4. Thou shalt not be anxious, for they that are anxious
gaineth no grace from their anxiety, and few things are
ever fatal.
5. Thou shalt remember that if God had intended us to
stay in one place, he wouldst not have created us without
roots.
6. Thou shalt at all times know where thy passport is, for
a person without a passport is a person without a country.
7. When in the lands of the Bible, thou shalt be prepared
to do somewhat as the locals do; and if in doubt thou
shalt use thy God-given common sense.
8. Thou shalt not judge the people of a country by the
one person who hast given thee grief.
9. Thou shalt remember to offer a “thank you” (and perchance a tip) to those who striveth to give good service.
10. Thou shalt remember that thou art a guest in others’
lands, and they that treateth their host with respect shall
likewise be treated as honoured guests.
Anonymous
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